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Abstract. We address the problem of extracting knowledge from large scale 

clinical records written in Italian by physicians. We perform recognition of rel-

evant entities such as symptoms, diseases, treatments, measurements, drugs and 

so forth, and then we determine their semantic relations. We developed suitable 

training corpora in order to apply machine learning techniques to this task. We 

report on experiments performed on medical data provided in the context of a 

regional research project on technologies for health care. 
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1 Introduction 

Clinical records are a vast potential source of information for healthcare systems, 

whose analysis may produce valuable data for building systems to support diagnosis, 

to predict drug risks, to estimate the effectiveness of treatments. An electronic medi-

cal record (EMR) provides detailed information on patient history, laboratory tests 

and findings of a patient consultation, often expressed in a narrative style. Such rec-

ords abound in mentions of clinical conditions, anatomical sites, medications, and 

procedures. Many different surface forms are used to represent the same concept and 

the mentions are interleaved with modifiers, e.g., adjectives, verb or adverbs, or are 

abbreviated. Sophisticated techniques of language analysis are required for recogniz-

ing these mentions. The extracted data, to be amenable to further analysis and data 

mining, has to be normalized, for example by mapping or linking entities to their 

definitions in a widely used standard taxonomy, e.g., Snomed-CT
1
, ICD9

2
 or, more 

generally, to their key terminology from UMLS metathesaurus [9]. Finally certain 

information must be contextualized, for example to a temporal duration or within a 

                                                           
1  Snomed CT: http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/ 
2  Classification of Diseases, Functioning, and Disability: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd.htm 
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statement assessing explicitly their validity. All these issues pose relevant challenges 

for the current techniques of machine reading. 

In this paper we report on our approach for dealing with the following tasks: medi-

cal entities recognition, mapping entities to a thesaurus, extracting measurements and 

their associated entity and identifying whether the context of an expression is positive 

or negative. We exploit both supervised machine-learning techniques, which require 

annotated training corpora, and unsupervised deep learning techniques, in order to 

leverage unlabeled data. 

For English several medical corpora with syntactic and semantic information are 

available, manually annotated as the Shared Annotated Resources [16], while in Ital-

ian there is a lack of such resources. 

Within the RIS project [15] we had access to a relevant number of medical records 

from the Italian healthcare system that we used for building in a semiautomatic way a 

training corpus annotated with medical entities [8] and temporal expression [7]. In 

this paper we extend the corpus annotations, including expressions denoting physio-

logical measures and the entity to which they refer. We also developed a corpus con-

taining annotations about entities present within a negative context. These corpora 

have been used for training several classifiers, identifying medical entities in clinical 

records, linking entities to UMLS CUIs (Concept Unique Identifiers), associating 

them to measurements and identifying negative or speculative expression. 

2 Related Work 

Named entity recognition, normalization and linking to thesauri are essential prelimi-

nary tasks in biomedical record analysis.  

Approaches to the extraction of clinical concepts range from early symbolic NLP 

systems, strongly dependent on domain knowledge, to machine learning systems 

driven by the increasing availability of annotated clinical corpora. 

The 2014 SemEval Task 7 presented a challenge on the analysis of clinical records 

from the ShARe resource [16]. The task focused on the recognition and normalization 

of named entity mentions, those classified within the semantic group disorders [9] in 

UMLS.  In [13] a survey of all the systems used for the task is available; the state of 

the art solutions are those using machine learning approaches and the most applied 

tools are those using Conditional Random Fields (CRF), Support Vector Machines 

(SSV) and DNorm.  

The best results were obtained by Tang et al. [18] using an ensemble of learning 

based systems, i.e., a CRF NER and a Structural Support Vector Machine (SSVM) for 

disorder entity recognition; they developed a Vector Space Model (VSM) based ap-

proach to find the most suitable CUI for a given disorder entity: disorder entity was 

used as query and all the UMLS terms were treated as documents, then they used 

cosine similarity score to rank the candidate terms. A novelty of their approach was 

investigating three different types of word representation (WR) features for the NER, 

including clustering-based representations, distributional representations and word 



embedding [1, 10]. They achieved a precision of 83.4%, a recall of 78.6% and F-score 

of 81.3% [13]. 

In [12] the authors explore two approaches to medical documents information ex-

traction in Italian: (i) a cascaded, two-stage method based on pipelining two taggers 

generated via the well-known Linear-Chain Conditional Random Fields (LC-CRFs) 

learner and (ii) a confidence-weighted ensemble method that combines standard LC-

CRFs with the two-stage method above. They experiment on a dataset of 500 radiolo-

gy reports in Italian annotated with 9 broad topics, by two annotators independently, 

190 reports each. They build individual binary classifiers for each tag and evaluate 

them separately: this assumes independence of tags, which does not hold for all cases 

dealt in this paper. An average F1 score of 79.3% is obtained by applying the ensem-

ble method to the two test sets annotated by the same annotator (~119 reports). 

As for the relation extraction task, the approach presented in this work recalls the 

approach presented in [14]. The authors proposed a supervised machine learning ap-

proach to discover relations among medical problems, treatments and medical tests 

mentioned in electronic medical records. A rich set of features was developed for the 

classifier, their experiments showed that lexical and contextual features are very rele-

vant for relation extraction. They validated their techniques in the 2010 i2b2 Chal-

lenge and obtained the highest F-score for the relation extraction task of 73.7%. 

As for task of detecting negative and speculative information, this is a very com-

mon problem for medical report analysis, since these language forms are widely used 

to express impressions, hypotheses, or explanations of experimental results. 

The author in [11] focused on developing a system based on machine-learning 

techniques that identifies negation and speculation signals and their scope in clinical 

texts. The proposed system works in two consecutive phases: first, a classifier decides 

whether each token in a sentence is a negation/speculation signal or not. Then another 

classifier determines, at sentence level, the tokens affected by the signals previously 

identified. The system was trained and evaluated on the clinical texts of the BioScope 

corpus, a freely available resource consisting of medical and biological texts: full-

length articles, scientific abstracts, and clinical reports. In the signal detection task, 

the F-score value was 97.3% in negation and 94.9% in speculation. In the scope-

finding task, a token was correctly classified if it had been properly identified as being 

inside or outside the scope of all the negation signals present in the sentence. They 

achieved an F-score of 93.2% in negation and 80.9% in speculation.  

3 Medical Training Corpus 

Our approach to the analysis of clinical records relies on machine leaning techniques 

which require either annotated corpora for supervised training or a large set of unan-

notated documents for unsupervised learning. 

Since Italian corpora annotated with mentions of medical entities are not easily 

available, we created a corpus of Italian medical reports (IMR) [8], annotated with 

mentions of active ingredient, body part, sign or symptom, disease or syndrome, drug 

and treatment. 



As detailed in [8], the distribution of categories in the annotated IMR is listed in 

Table 1. 

 

Entity Type Unique entities Occurrences 

Active Ingredient 217 4,115 

Body part 282 19,205 

Disease or Syndrome 1,382 51,584 

Drug 708 20,479 

Sign or Symptom 225 6,842 

Treatment 419 32,077 

Table 1. Medical Entities retrieved into IMR 

The IMR also contains mentions of temporal expressions, extracted as in [7]. 

Unstructured medical texts may also refer to various kinds of physiological meas-

urements. To extract this valuable information we used a NER for measurements. To 

this aim, the IMR corpus has been annotated with a basic rule-based approach (regu-

lar expression). 

We started from the list of units in the metric system (see 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_system) and filtered a subset of those actually 

used in the IMR for measuring the following quantities: area, amount of substance, 

energy, frequency, length, mass, power, pressure, speed, time and volume. To these 

we added units for: aerobic capacity, concentration, dosage and flow as well as simple 

numeric quantities and percentages. We applied a regular expression matcher to iden-

tify expression consisting of numeric values in combination with these units. The 

matcher detected 82.240 occurrences of measurements within the IMR distributed 

among the following measure categories: 

 

 

Measure Occurrences in the corpus 

Aerobic capacity 400 

Amounts of substance 15 

Area 303 

Concentration 1,182 

Dosage 1,890 

Energy 79 

Frequency 2,283 

Flow 1,949 

Length 24,609 

Mass 17,470 

Percentage 14,468 

Power 2,248 

Pressure 9,817 

Quantity 2,656 

Speed 8,526 

Time 2,593 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_system


Volume 6,099 

Table 2. Distribution of measurements annotated in the IMR 

Regular expression matching fails short of identifying all possible variants of meas-

urement expressions used by physicians.  For example the dosage of a drug or a ther-

apy is written in many variants, like: “1 cpr/die per 10 giorni”, “80 

ml/ora”, “0,125 mg/die”, “5 mg/kg ogni 8 ore per 5-7 giorni”, “40 mg 

in 250 cc”, “1800 Kcal/die”. It is also hard to identify measurements expressed 

only by numbers without any indication of units (i.e., classe nyha: III), by a 

partitive or when unusual units are used (“una bustina /die”, “due fl di 

Lasix”). 

The annotations obtained in this way are to be considered only as a baseline anno-

tated corpus. We are planning to extend the corpus with manual annotations either by 

experts or by crowd-sourcing as discussed in [8]. As mentioned earlier exploiting a 

supervised machine learning approach is much more promising than using hand-

crafted rules. We explain later how we developed a tagger for measurement: while the 

tagger has been trained on the baseline corpus, it can easily be trained on a corpus 

annotated with richer or more varies kinds of expressions. 

The IMR has been annotated adding in particular a different column for each group 

of annotations according to the IOB format
3
, each additional column being respective-

ly the first one for body part and treatment, the second one for active principles, dis-

eases, drugs and signs, the last one for measurements. In the following example there 

are three entities with different annotations: "ecocardiogramma" as a treatment, 

"versamento pericardico" as a disease or syndrome, "16 mm" as the length. 

 

ID FORM A B C 

1 Inoltre O O O 

2 Sia O O O 

3 l' O O O 

4 ecocardiogramma B-TREA O O 

5 Che O O O 

6 La O O O 

7 TC O O O 

8 Cardiac O O O 

9 hanno  O O O 

10 Rilevato O O O 

11 Versamento O B-DISO O 

12 Pericardico O I-DISO O 

13 diffuso  O O O 

14 ,  O O O 

15 fino  O O O 

16 a  O O O 

17 16  O O B-LENGTH 

                                                           
3  IOB annotation format guidelines: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside_Outside_Beginning 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside_Outside_Beginning


18 mm  O O I-LENGTH 

19 .  O O O 

4 Bio-medical Information Extraction 

To deal with the information extraction of clinical records, we performed two step of 

analysis: 

 recognition of bio-medical entity mentions; 

 mapping of entities to their unique UMLS CUI (Concept Unique Identifiers), when 

applicable.  

For example, in a sentence containing “ulcere da decubito” we must identify “ulcera 

da decubito”, even if it is expressed in a different number, and then map it to its 

UMLS CUI, in this case: “C0011127”. The UMLS CUI allows obtaining the corre-

sponding ICD9-CM code, in this case “707.0”, which is important, since ICD9-CM is 

the official annotation for diseases and treatments used in Italian healthcare systems. 

After mention identification, a further step is to discover semantic relations be-

tween entities or the presence of negations. 

To identify entities of interest in text we used three classifiers: NER A, for body 

parts and treatments; NER B for other medical entities; NER C for measurements. 

NER A and NER B are used on sets of disjoint categories, i.e., each mention belongs 

to a single category. NER C is applied to the output of the two other classifiers. 

The IMR corpus has been annotated with mentions as detailed in the previous sec-

tion. 

5 Experiments 

We built three specialized Named Entity recognizers, one for extracting mentions of 

body parts and treatments, one for extracting other clinical entities, one for recogniz-

ing measurements. The first two were built separately since there are occurrences of 

body parts within diseases or symptoms, e.g., “dolore alla spalla destra” is a symptom 

and “spalla destra” is a body part. 

For the experiments we split the annotated corpus into train, development and test 

sets, of size 80%, 10% and 10% respectively. 

In our previous works [4,6,8] we tested different NE recognizers. In the current ex-

periments we used the Tanl NER [3], a generic, customizable statistical sequence 

labeler. The tagger implements a Conditional Markov Model and can be configured to 

use different classification algorithms and to specify templates for extracting features. 

In our experiments, it has given overall best results in a configuration using a L2-

regularized L2-loss support vector classifier. 

We experimented with various feature sets, including word shape features, as in 

[3], dictionary features, prefix and suffix features, bigrams, last words, first words and 

frequent words, all extracted from the training corpus. 



Table 3 reports the results on the test set achieved with the best configuration ob-

tained on the development set. 

The accuracy achieved in these tests is to be taken as just indicative, since there is 

a strong bias due to the fact that the corpus was mostly annotated automatically. In 

order to be properly representative of its medical content, the corpus will have to be 

extended with manual annotations of mentions that have escaped the automatic pro-

cessing. 

 

 NER A 

(body parts, treatments) 

NER B 

(other mentions) 

NER C 

(measurements) 

Accuracy 99.90% 99.67 % 99.81 % 

Precision 98.88% 97.53 % 97.66 % 

Recall 97.66% 95.85 % 98.17 % 

F-measure 98.26 % 96.68 % 97.91 % 

Table 3. Results of NER on various types of entities. 

 

6 Relation extraction task 

Extracting mentions can be useful for certain statistical analyses of the content of 

clinical records, for example counting occurrences and computing correlations. How-

ever there are aspects of the content that might be missed or interpreted incorrectly. 

For example certain mentions may appear within a negative (assenza di febbre) 

or speculative context (probabile trauma). Accurate analysis of the report requires 

distinguishing these cases. This analysis requires identifying relations between parts 

of the text, not just individual components like mentions. 

We explored the identification of relations of this kind in two particular cases: ne-

gation identification and association of measures to entities. Both of these analysis 

were based on examining the parse tree of a sentence, which we obtained by using the 

dependency parser DeSR [4]. 

The features to be extracted from parse trees in order to perform this analysis 

should also be learned from a training corpus. 

For this reason we manually annotated a small subset of the IMR, about 10%. The 

corpus is useful for a preliminary analysis and for validating the effectiveness of our 

approach, but it will have to be extended in the future. 

In order to prepare the training corpus for expressing negation, the IMR corpus was 

extended with a column, according to IOB format, with a negation TAG if the entity 

is in a negative context. In the following example the entities “diabete” and “ip-

ertensione” are in a negative context: 

 

ID  FORM A B C NEGATION 

1 Familiarità O O O O 

2 per O O O O 



3 cardiopatia O  B-DISO O O 

4 ischemica O I-DISO O O 

5 , O O O O 

6 nega O O O O 

7 diabete  O B-DISO O B-NEGA 

8 , O O O O 

9 non O O O O 

10 storia O O O O 

11 di O O O O 

12 ipertensione O B-DISO O B-NEGA 

13 , O O O O 

14 dislipidemia O B-DISO O O 

15 . O O O O 

For representing relations between entities, each annotated entity is assigned a se-

quence number, uniquely identifying the entity within the sentence. This id is added 

as an extra attribute to each token, represented as an extra column in the tab separated 

IOB file format for the NE tagger,  ‘_’ means not involved in a relation. In the exam-

ple below the length measurement is associated to the disease mention “versamento 

pericardico” refers with: 

 

ID

  

FORM B C RELATION  

…     

11 versamento B-DISO O 1 

12 pericardico I-DISO O 1 

13 diffuso O O _ 

14 , O O _ 

15 fino  O O _ 

16 a  O O _ 

17 16  O B-LENGTH  1 

18 mm  O I-LENGTH 1 

…     

 

We trained an extractor on mentions from the output of classifiers NER B and NER 

C, e.g., associating measurements to medical entities except treatments and body 

parts. Other cases might be exploited as well, given a suitable training set: for exam-

ple the outputs of NER A and NER B, to extract relationships between diseases and 

body parts, NER A with NER C for relationships between body parts and measure-

ments. 

6.1 Negative context 

For identifying negative contexts in clinical report, we have trained on the above cor-

pus an SVM-based negation tagger that we are currently evaluating. 



Given a sentence and a named entity target, the tagger classifies the context of the 

entity as positive or negative. 

The classifier uses as features patterns on dependency parse trees for negative ex-

pressions, similar to those in [17] that allow representing the syntactic context. Exam-

ples of these patterns are negated verbs (la patologia non è presente), nega-

tive verbs (il paziente nega di avere la patologia), negative adjective 

(Il paziente è privo di patologia), negative nouns (assenza di pato-

logia).  

6.2 Measurement Associations 

The measurements extracted in the medical reports are considered as relevant only 

when it is possible to detect a direct link to the entity they refer to. The task of associ-

ating medical entities to measurements is performed by exploiting a binary SVM 

classifier trained to recognize whether two mentions are related. 

The training instances for the pair-wise learner consist of all pairs of mentions 

within a sentence of either a symptom, disease, active ingredient or drug and meas-

urements (frequency, weight and so forth). A positive instance is created if the terms 

are associated, negative otherwise. 

The classifier was trained using the following features, extracted for each pair as 

described above: 

Distance features 

Token distance: quantized distance between the two words; 

Tree distance: distance between two words on the parse tree; 

NER features 

Ner: the entity type of the pair of words 

Syntactic features 

Pos: the POS of the pair of words 

For computing the distance features we preprocessed the corpus by using the DeSR 

parser [4]. For each pair of words in a parsed sentence that are tagged as mentions, 

features are extracted and passed to the classifier. 

For instance, from the parse tree of the sentence “Ipertrofia totale cuore (500 g) 

particolarmente evidente”, in Fig. 1, and given that ipertrofia is a mention of a 

disease and 500 g is a mass, for tokens ipertrofia and 500 we extract these fea-

tures:  

Pos_feat(Ipetrofia, 500) = Sfs-N 

Ner_feat(Ipetrofia, 500) = DISOMASS 

Sentence_distance(Ipetrofia, 500) = 4 

Tree_distance(Ipetrofia, 500) = 2 



 

Fig. 1. Sample Parsed Sentence 

Sentences are parsed and then for each pair of words that are tagged as mentions, 

features are extracted and passed to the classifier. 

If the classifier assigns a probability greater than a given threshold, the two words 

are combined into a larger mention. The process is then repeated trying to further 

extend each relation with additional terms by combining mentions that share a word.  
The classifier has been trained with a small corpus, manually annotated. The re-

sults can be improved using a richer corpus and trying other algorithms besides SVM. 

For example, given the sentence: 

Ipertrofia totale cuore ( 500 g ) particolarmente evidente a 

carico del ventricolo destro ( cuore polmonare , spessore 1 cm 

).  

Applying classifiers A and C we identify the following entities: 

 Ipertrofia (B-DISO) 

 500 (B-MASS) 

 g (I-MASS)  

 cuore (B-DISO) 

 polmonare (I-DISO) 

 1 (B-LENGTH) 

 cm (I-LENGTH) 

The relation extraction classifier identifies these two relations: 

 IpertrofiaDISO ↔ 500_gMASS 

 cuore_polmonareDISO  ↔ 1_cmLENGTH 

Further examples of retrieved entities from the IMR are: 

 rigurgitoSIGN ↔ 5_%PERC 

 stenosiDISO ↔ 50_%PERC 

 versamento pericardicoDISO ↔ 8_mmLENGTH 

 FlumazelinACTI ↔ 1_flQUANTITY 



7 Applications 

Once we are able to extract hidden knowledge in data, several tools can be built to 

help physicians.  

For instance, an interactive tool can be developed for helping physicians when 

writing clinical records by suggesting a standard code, e.g., those from the ICD9 tax-

onomy, for the pathologies mentioned in the record. 

A visual tool might be provided for correlating the entities on a statistical basis. 

This tool could be used to graphically visualise the correlations between signs and 

diseases with different degree of probability, helping doctors in formulating diagnoses 

as in the example of Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Entities correlation: symptoms vs diseases. 

8 Conclusions 

We presented an approach, based on linguistic analysis of biomedical text, for anno-

tating and extracting information from medical records written by Italian clinicians. 

Our experiments were carried out within the context of a project on technologies 

for healthcare, were we had access to a sample of real medical records over a period 

of 3 year for patients with a pair of major pathologies. The aim of the project was to 

determine from these data, conditions that might lead to the evolution of these pathol-

ogies into a chronic disease. We have extracted a significant amount of data from 

these records that are being fed to a data mining system for further analysis. 

The results obtained are promising, though the corpora we produced need to be fur-

ther extended. 
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